
 
Night of Hope is made excellent each year by engaged and supportive community volunteers, as               

well as through the leadership of Local Churches (Host Churches). Host Churches take the lead               

in planning the details of each unique party held across 20 different locations in HEB ISD. 

 

Each Host Church generally has a leadership team of volunteers who will assign and direct               

community volunteers the evening of the party. Please know that some volunteer roles may not               

be assigned until the night of the party.  

 

Below is a brief description of the volunteer roles that you may be asked to serve in according to                   

your desire to help and interests or abilities. We ask that you please become familiar with each                 

of the roles listed. Since every role is important, we appreciate your flexibility and willingness to                

serve where needed!  

 

Hosts (Bilingual volunteers desperately needed!)  

Interact, assist, and serve one or more families throughout the event in various activities              

including snacks, crafts, response cards and more.  Most often this is an inside role. 

 

Greeters  

Welcome participants and direct them to/through the event. Greet families as they enter the              

building, making sure they have their invitation with them. Often the greeter team hands out               

programs to families as they arrive. 

 

Registration/Family Check-In  (Bilingual volunteers needed!) 

Ask for the family registration letter or invitation. On the list of families provided, check-in each                

family by locating the family name, highlighting any children’s names that are present with the               

family, and notating the total number of family members in attendance.  

 

Snack/Hospitality Team 

Serve families snacks and beverages during the event. For certain parties this might also include               

preparing snacks/treats in the moments before the party begins. 

 

Gift/Meal Distribution Team (Bilingual volunteers needed!) 

Volunteers may be asked to inventory and organize the gift and food bags upon arrival at the                 

party. Volunteers will help to distribute the gifts and food bags and offer to carry the bags to the                   

family vehicle. These volunteers will work outside or inside depending on the plans of the Host                

Church. Volunteers in this role may check the location of the distribution in order to wear                

appropriate clothing. In addition, you may be asked to bring a headlamp or flashlight as lighting                

on the exterior of the building is often a challenge.  


